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Life to the full



Welcome
I am extremely proud to offer a warm welcome to St. Luke’s 
Church of England School. Our vision is simple: we aspire to 
help each young person experience life in all of its fullness. This 
includes their social, physical, spiritual, relational and academic 
progression. This vision is underpinned by our five core values 
which are:

• Showing respect

• Being inclusive

• Giving hope

• Achieving your best

• Taking responsibility

We are incredibly proud of our Christian distinctiveness which is an 
outstanding feature of our school. It is through this and our values 
that we strive to provide an environment in which students feel happy, 
supported and nurtured and can enjoy school life in an exciting, 
friendly and purposeful atmosphere. 

Students at St. Luke’s have the ability to achieve the very highest 
standards of academic achievement and progress. Our aim is to 
ensure that every single one of them has the desire, knowledge and 
ambition to progress on to an aspirational next step when they finish 
their five year journey with us. 

The staff and governors of the school are fully committed to ensuring 
that every student can reach their individual academic potential, 
alongside developing their unique character, personality and talents. 
We have the very highest expectations of and for our students and 
value greatly the relationships and engagement with our parents/
carers and local community.

We are also incredibly proud to be part of the Ted Wragg Multi 
Academy Trust which includes 11 schools who all have an absolute 
determination to improve the life chances of every single child. Being 
part of this network of schools enables us to work together for the 
benefit of all of our students and staff.

St. Luke’s is a wonderful and very special school and at its heart are 
the people. Our students are our best ambassadors as confident, 
respectful and caring young people who show immense pride in their 
school and achievements. 

I encourage you to learn more about St. Luke’s Church of England 
School by using our website and, of course, welcome you to visit the 
school at any time.

With very best wishes, 

Kealey Sherwood
Headteacher

Dear parents/carers,

We are delighted to be given this opportunity to share with 
you the background of the Ted Wragg Multi-Academy Trust, 
its impact, values and vision.

The Ted Wragg Multi Academy Trust is a highly successful, 
ambitious MAT working with schools across Exeter and Plymouth. 
We want to continually push forward and take advantage of 
cutting edge research in education to be the best that we can 
be. The Trust believes that local schools working together can 
transform the life chances of children in whole communities. Our 
priority is to ensure that every student, regardless of background, 
can grow, thrive and be successful.

We are incredibly proud of the impact our multi-academy trust has 
had, and since joining the Trust all of our schools have identified 
significant improvements in terms of Ofsted, progress, attainment 
and attendance. More and more of our students are achieving 
their very best and making aspirational life choices, which is 
allowing them to flourish in a whole range of contexts.

Our ethos and values driven approach ensures we strive to enable 
all learners to go beyond expectations through the power of 
collaborative and inclusive education. 

Our relentless and uncompromising approach will stand us in 
good stead as we work hard together with the staff, governors, 
parents and carers to deliver rapid and sustained school 
improvement at St Luke’s for the benefit of its students and  
the community.

Moira Marder
Chief Executive Officer
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Jesus said ‘I have come that  
they might have life to the full’.  
He was offering his early followers  
a whole new kind of existence –  
a new way to be human. This title 
includes embracing social justice, 
forgiving people that hurt you  
and living generously.

In our context at St Luke’s, we 
aspire to help each young person 
experience life in all of its fullness. 
This includes their social, physical, 
spiritual and academic progression.

John 10:10

Showing respect
All of our community treat one another with dignity and 
respect. By treating each other this way, we acknowledge 
the God-given value and worth that is in each person.

Being inclusive 
We welcome all students regardless of background,  
race or faith. We view each student through the lens  
of their potential and not through the labels that  
have been applied by themselves or others.

Giving hope
We support and encourage our students to  
overcome adversity, give hope in times of difficulty  
and nurture resilience.

Achieving your best 
We expect all our students to do their best in all  
subjects and extra-curricular activities. We celebrate  
effort and achievement. A full life is determined,  
in part, by the energy and effort that we put in.

Taking responsibility
We enable and encourage students at St Luke’s to be 
‘good stewards’ of their own lives and of the world  
around them by taking personal responsibility for 
themselves, their learning and their environment.

8.45am Tutorial/Assembly

9.10am Period 1

10.10am Period 2

11.10am Break

11.30am Period 3

12.30pm Period 4

1.30pm Lunch

2.10pm Period 5

3.10pm Life to the full - Enrichment

Our school day

Students must arrive into school by 8:40am through the student reception 
entrance and be in their tutor groups for 8:45am registration. Our morning 
tutorial programme focuses on tutor-led reading and ethos themed 
activities, as well as tutors ensuring tutees are ready for school every day 
with full, correct uniform and all essential equipment. Merits are awarded 
daily for all students who are fully prepared for their learning.

Students will have one assembly per week, in year groups with their 
Head of Year each week 1 and in houses each week 2, which are led by 
our chaplains and centred around our school vision and values, helping 
students to make connections with how they relate to the modern world. 
Our assembly themes are wide-ranging yet also relevant, covering 
everyday topics and issues, including kindness, tolerance, resilience and 
respect to name but a few.

During break, students may have a seat and a snack in the atrium or use 
the indoor and outdoor social areas, including the amphitheatre and 
tennis/basketball courts. The year 7s have exclusive access to their own 
courtyard which is fully supervised by staff every break and lunchtime. 
Students may bring a packed lunch or buy lunch from the canteen, 
choosing from a range of food offered by Sodexo’s catering service. 
At lunch times, students can borrow sporting equipment from the PE 
Department in order to engage in a physically active lunch on one of our 
numerous outdoor spaces, including the astro-turf, tennis courts and large 
grass bank in warmer months.

The school day ends at 3:10pm and is followed by our enrichment 
programme, with many students engaging in our variety or extra curricular 
clubs and activities, all of which are free and open to all.
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A sense of pride
Our pastoral system
St Luke’s operates a year group tutorial system led by a team of  
tutors and heads of year with support from our team of learning 
mentors and chaplains.

Our uniform
St Luke’s has a very smart uniform and we encourage all students to 
wear this with an enormous sense of pride. In addition, all students are 
expected to wear the school approved PE kit when representing the 
school at sporting fixtures. Details about our uniform policy is available 
on our website. 

Our attendance
Good attendance is essential for all students and is a vital ingredient to 
enjoying school life and achieving well academically.

We will reward good and improving attendance weekly and will always 
work to support students and their families where attendance is 
becoming an issue.

A caring, generous
and inclusive community which is

sensitive to the needs of others

SIAMS Inspection (2014)

and aware of its environment
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Teaching and learning
At St. Luke’s our core purpose is to ensure a high quality learning experience for all students so that they 
become independent, enthusiastic and resilient learners who have a clear understanding of the knowledge 
and skills they have and what they still need to develop. Learners should have confidence and resilience  
to engage with highly challenging and well-paced activities.

We believe learning will most effectively take place when:

Our curriculum
Our aim is to provide an excellent education for all of our students: an education which brings out the best 
in all of them and prepares them for success in life.

Everything from which children learn in school – the taught subject timetable, the approach to spiritual, 
moral, social and cultural development, the extra-curricular provision and the ethos and ‘hidden curriculum’ 
of the school – are to be seen as part of the school curriculum.  

Our curriculum is designed to:

• Provide children with the knowledge, skills and understanding they need for success in education and later life

• Maximise children’s cognitive development 

• Raise aspiration and provide hope for what is possible

• Emphasise the development of basic literacy and numeracy skills which are vital for life-long learning 

• Allow children to become active and economically self-sufficient citizens

By drawing on the best that’s been thought, said and done in each subject, we hope that our curriculum 
enables children to appreciate and participate in the full richness of the human experience.

Our curriculum is founded on  
these key principles:
Entitlement – we believe that all children have right to learn what is in the 
National Curriculum; schools have a duty to ensure that students have access 
to the whole of it. Where possible, students have access to a curriculum which 
is broad and balanced over their 5 years of study which meets their educational 
needs.

Securing well mastered knowledge, skills and understanding – we want 
all students to achieve a full understanding of the knowledge specified in the 
curriculum for each year, and teaching should not move on until this is achieved.

Concepts, not context – the curriculum is intended as a concise specification of 
knowledge and content to be taught and learned; it is for schools and teachers to 
decide how to teach to bring it to life.

Implementation
Our implemented curriculum is supported, where possible, by centrally resourced 
12 week schemes of work and associated lesson plans and resources which give a 
consistency to the curriculum across the MAT. The curriculum in each subject can 
be accessed on our website under each subject heading. Subject specialism is at 
the heart of our curriculum and although you will see differences in the way that 
the curriculum is constructed and assessed in different subjects, there is some 
standardisation to how the implemented curriculum is designed. Standardised 
written assessments, for example, play less of a role in performance subjects such 
as Music, Drama and Physical Education.

How the schemes of work are translated into learning in each classrooms is 
devised by the teacher and is governed by our approach to teaching and 
learning. Teachers ensure that lessons build on prior learning and provide 
sufficient opportunity for guided and independent practice.

In our mastery curriculum, students study fewer topics but they explore them in 
greater depth, with the expectation that we don’t move on to the next topic until 
students have a secure understanding of the current topic. A five year programme 
of student learning through KS3 into KS4 provides students with the time and space 
to gain this secure understanding. In our lessons you will typically see all students 
grappling with the same challenging content, with teachers providing scaffolding 
to support students who need it.  Higher attainers are expected to produce work 
of greater depth and flair or provide additional depth to their understanding by 
applying their knowledge across a greater range of experiences.

In order to allow the mastery approach to be effective (i.e. children learn what 
they are expected to in the year they are expected to), early catch up is essential: 
we aim to promptly identify and support students who start secondary school 
without a secure grasp of reading, writing and mathematics so that they can 
access the full curriculum. These students will not study a language and this time 
will be used to ensure they acquire the skills they need to access the rest of the 
curriculum throughout the year.

The curriculum is delivered through a 50 lesson a fortnight timetable, each lesson  
lasting for 60 minutes. The curriculum is also supplemented via a range of year group  
“drop down days”, through which, a range of topics are covered which support  
the school’s ethos and develop students’ Personal, Social and Health Education.

• The environment is safe, stable and stimulating

• Students understand the purpose of learning  
and see relevance to their own experience

• Students understand the ways in which learning 
takes place

• Success criteria is explicit and examples are provided

• Learning is active, collaborative and engaging

• Student questioning, reflection and discussion  
are encouraged

• Independent learning is facilitated and encouraged

• There are opportunities for creativity

• Students can self and peer assess, know what 
they need to do to improve and are able to set 
appropriate targets

• Ensure high quality delivery across all subjects

• Have the highest expectations of what students 
can achieve

• Use assessment to inform future planning

• Increase extended writing opportunities in all 
subjects

• Provide quality feedback

• Have the highest standards of presentation

Teaching and learning at St. Luke’s is based on Doug Lemov’s ‘Teach like a Champion’ and Barak 
Rosenshine’s ‘Principles of Instruction’. Through these strategies we aim to:

We use an online system called ClassCharts to set revision and learning tasks and identify other useful 
sources. As a parent/carer you will have access to this system to enable you to monitor the tasks that have 
been set for your child. 
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Our health and  
well-being
Learning how to look after 
ourselves is crucial to securing 
a healthy, active future
We teach all students the benefits of adopting a healthy, active lifestyle 
and provide practical ways in which they can do this. Both our pastoral 
programme and PSHE curriculum teach students how to develop and 
maintain healthy and loving relationships whilst also educating them on 
how to avoid risky behaviours and stay safe. Our sex and relationship 
education is supported by the EXPLORE programme.

Our extra-curricular programme
The St. Luke’s mantra is that every person can find an activity or hobby 
that they enjoy and succeed in. Our extra-curricular programme is vast 
with all subjects offering a range of activities for students to enjoy both 
before, during and after-school. Our annual talent and dance show 
coupled with an array of drama productions enable students to express 
themselves creatively whilst others enjoy the experience of competitive 
school sport.

Students can experience the outdoors through our provision of both 
the Duke of Edinburgh Award and Ten Tors whilst others may choose to 
focus more on their cookery skills or mastery of a musical instrument. In 
addition to the weekly offer, every subject provides a range of trips and 
residentials designed to extend learning, whilst our activity days provide 
students with the chance to focus on one aspect of their curriculum for 
an extended period.

Our school production
At St. Luke’s, we believe in the value of the performing arts in order to 
build students’ self-confidence and one of the highlights of the school 
calendar is our annual production. Last year our students delivered an 
incredible performance of ‘Oliver’ over the course of three nights, with  
a stellar cast of students from all year groups involved.

Our behaviour
St. Luke’s is built on respect. We expect everyone to 
respect each other and display the highest standards 
of behaviour at all times.

Of course, we all make mistakes but with our 
restorative approach to behaviour management we 
are able to support students to make things right. 
Our behaviour policy is robust and we have clear 
policies on sanctions and anti-bullying measures.

Our student leaders
We firmly believe that our students are the leaders 
of the future. They need to be equipped with 
the skills of communication and organisation 
whilst also being confident enough to take the 
lead. They contribute to school life in many ways 
including year group councils, welfare ambassadors 
student executive, sports council, sports captains, 
wildlife champions, peer mentors and our young 
ambassador programme.

Careers, information 
and guidance (CIAG) / 
post 16 aspirations
The CIAG programme at St. Luke’s Church of 
England School makes a major contribution to 
preparing young people for the opportunities, 
responsibilities and experiences of life. We aim to 
raise career aspirations, encourage students to take 
responsibility for their own plans, help students to 
make better informed decisions about their post 
16 options, increase the number of students who 
gain qualifications to access first choice pathways, 
support every student to access future education, 
employment and training, maximise students’ 
attainment and progress.
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Celebrating, 
communicating and 
rewarding success
Communication
As a school, we believe it is our responsibility to communicate with 
you regularly and celebrate the successes of our students. We will 
do this in a number of ways:

• School website: www.stlukescofe.school

• An annual parents’ evening

• Termly report of academic progress

• Annual settling in evening for year 7 

• Study support evenings for parents of year 9-11 students

• Regular tutor and head of year contact

• Electronic communication via our School Gateway 

• Access to 24 hours a day updates on ClassCharts 

• Regular parent forums

Of course, it goes without saying that parents/carers are 
encouraged to contact us if there is an issue that requires 
discussion. The first point of contact should be the student’s tutor. 
The parents tab on the school website provides you with email 
addresses to contact your child’s tutor or you can, of course, 
telephone main reception. 

Rewards
Celebrating student success, from a variety of areas of life, is of 
huge importance to St. Luke’s. Whether it is through the use of 
our daily merits, letters of commendation, celebration assemblies, 
profile on our website or, on a larger scale, at our celebration 
events, we feel we are able to recognise the achievements of all. 
Our ClassCharts system will also help you, our parents/carers, to 
be fully aware of such achievements.

2019 GCSE 
results
Irrespective of academic ability upon entry, we have 
the highest aspiration for every student to reach their 
potential and strive to support them to achieve at and 
beyond their challenging targets.

In 2019 results demonstrated a significant 
improvement on all headline measures, and we are 
incredibly proud of both our students and staff who 
worked tirelessly throughout the year. 

The percentage of students achieving a grade 4 
(standard pass) in Maths and English has risen from 
55% in 2018 to 62% in 2019, alongside the percentage 
of students achieving a grade 5 (strong pass) in English 
and Maths rising from 29% in 2018 to 37% in 2019.

The percentage of students achieving five or more 
grades at grade 4 and above, including English and 
Maths is now 53%, up from 43% in 2018.

Students at St Luke’s achieved 149 grades at grade 7 
or above, including 31 at grade 9 – the highest grade 
possible at GCSE. This included two students who 
achieved grade 9s or 8s across all eight qualifying 
subjects.

Whilst the progress scores for this 2019 cohort are 
not yet published, we are expecting a significant 
improvement in the school’s progress 8 score.

This is a wonderful set of results and our sincerest 
congratulations go to all our Y11 cohort who are now 
able to go on to future success at local colleges and 
schools to complete A Levels and Further Education, 
employment and training.

We wish them all the very best as they embark on 
the next challenge in their educational journey and 
also thank the incredible group of staff at St. Luke’s 
who worked tirelessly to support students in their 
achievements.
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Admissions
Anyone wishing to apply to St. Luke’s Church of England School during 
the traditional September transfer period will need to apply to the local 
authority online or by completing the application form contained within the 
next steps booklet.

Admission by sporting aptitude
St. Luke’s are also delighted to be able to offer talented young sports 
people with the opportunity  to attend our school. Up to 19 places per year 
will be available to children with a proven sporting aptitude in any sport or 
dance. Aptitude will be assessed by the school assessment panel acting 
on behalf of the local authority and undertaken by the school’s named 
partners Exercise Science Consulting LTD, using an appropriate sporting 
aptitude test.

We have an extensive PE and sport programme supplemented by many 
partners from the local community. We currently host Exeter City FC 
Academy and have an Academy partnership programme with Exeter 
Gymnastics club. In addition to this, our Gifted and Talented athletes 
receive the highest level of support from the team at Exercise Science 
Consult Ltd and Ocean Physio.

Safeguarding
St Luke’s Church of England School has a duty to safeguard and promote 
the welfare of our students. Safeguarding at St Luke’s is effective (Ofsted 
2019) and staff are vigilant and able to recognise signs when students’ 
welfare may be at risk. This allows us to work closely and sensitively with 
parents and external agencies to monitor and support vulnerable students, 
ensuring that they receive the help and protection they need. The welfare 
of our students is paramount, regardless of who that student is. All of our 
students have equal rights to protection. 

Special educational needs and 
disabilities
At St Luke’s Church of England School, we truly believe that every young 
person should have equal access to education. As a school we do our 
upmost to support students with special educational needs and disabilities 
(SEND), ensuring all students’ needs are met in the classroom with high 
quality differentiated and personalised learning. The school community 
works hard to ensure that students are accurately identified and that any 
barriers to accessing their learning are addressed. 

I enjoy it here

very hard.
and I am expected to work

because I learn new things,

St. Luke’s Student
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01392 204600

www.stlukescofe.school


